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Frac Sand Update: August 20, 2018

Weekly Market Update
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Market Commentary:

Spot local Permian sand pricing moved lower last week, while northern white saw a very
solid rebound, showing signs of a slight recovery after a rough Q2 and Q3 to date. As seen
in the charts above, the product spreads have moved wildly, showing a very interesting
relationship between both mesh sizes as well as sand types (see the explanation of spread
charts in the FAQ section below). We expect the sand type (shown in chart 1) to continue
to move wildly as the market attempts to dictate whether local sand will prevail, or if



northern white will retain a certain portion of market share. We believe that these spreads
do an incredible job of explaining an objective, data-driven snapshot of what is going on on
the ground level, in the Permian Basin.

The large move in northern white pricing may have some passive bystanders scratching
their heads, as the story has seemed rather bearish for several consecutive months. The
move comes from northern white producers anticipating the in-basin oversupply and
allocating product elsewhere to other basins. While 100 mesh in-basin sand is currently
easy to locate, last week northern white was difficult to find on the spot market and logistics
providers noted an uptick in customers on the search for spot tonnage, a dramatic shift
from just a few weeks ago.

On the heels of the Covia earnings call, we have heard several confirmations of contract
price concessions. Historically, spot pricing has been above contract pricing, however, the
opposite is true, and likely will remain true for at least the next few years. The truth is that
there is no set rule of thumb for contract versus spot pricing in a mature commodity
market, and we should see the conversation begin to shift to spot versus forward
contracting instead. Part of the reasons for the wide bid/offer spreads on spot sand
(mentioned above) is due to the fact that some sand companies are pricing spot sales
relative to individual customer contracts, which has put them in a difficult position to
compete with one another in a heavy spot market. The competitive spot market seems to
be factoring in take-or-pay penalties, which actually may become an attractive option
should spot pricing continue to fall and mines not adjust contract pricing. Of course, this is
a sweeping generalization and may not apply to every contract for every mine, but an
important market thought nonetheless.

Anecdotal conversations are showing that Permian sand producers have been offering
product far below market pricing as a way to continue product flow without having to
decrease production or shut down altogether. There has been confirmation of both events
happening, but we believe this is not yet the norm. We will continue to monitor how this will
effect spot pricing in the coming weeks.

Possible Uptick In Q4 Sand Demand?

We have been reporting flat completion growth throughout the summer, which was initially
based solely on anecdotal conversations and softer frac crew pricing but has since been
confirmed by falling sand pricing and further confirmed by EIA completion numbers as well
as flat crude oil production from the Permian Basin. That is not to say that overall frac sand
demand is falling, but rather incremental local sand production beyond contractual
obligations is not currently needed by the market. Soley based on analysis, there is a
scenario emerging where the steep decline curves of Permian Basin wells could catch up
to flat completion activity, causing production to not just flat line, but actually fall.
Considering the tight global crude oil market and record domestic refining demand, if
production falls, pipeline capacity should become available in Q4, Mid-Cush basis
differentials could improve and we may see a few operators take advantage by picking up a
spot frac crew, capitalizing on inexpensive horsepower, sand, and rare pipeline availability.
The question that arises is how does flat completion activity lead to shrinking production in
Q4? The answer lies in the steep decline curves of shale wells. Simply stated, if you were
to stack multiple decline curves, you would see the aggregated decline curve of the entire
basin. As time passes, overall declines begin to increase and if completion activity does not



outpace the rate of decline, theoretically, a drop in production should occur.

Three FAQ's from last week:

How Are Our Benchmarks Compiled?
We compile benchmarks utilizing standard commodity price reporting practices utilized by
other energy markets like crude, natural gas, and natural gas liquids. Inputs are ranked and
weighted based on the type of data point. PanXchange market transactions are weighted
the heaviest, followed by bids and offers, official price submissions, and lastly anecdotal
conversations. This methodology is an improvement on the standard commodity price
reporting practices, by adding the online marketplace, creating more accurate and
transparent benchmark pricing.

What is the FOB Odessa index?
The index was our first pricing indicator, first published in early December 2017. The index
is a compilation of northern white 100 mesh and 40/70 normalized to FOB Odessa, Tx and
shown as a percentage of the indexed date. Since we have recently added individual
benchmarks for both 100 mesh and 40/70 northern white, the index is compiled between
the two and may be used to provide a general consensus on northern white pricing in the
Permian Basin.

What are the new spread charts and why does it matter?
Chart 1: Spread By Sand Type: Shows the relationship between 100 mesh and 40/70 for
northern white (blue line) and regional Permian (orange line). This chart provides an
important indicator of in-basin sand adoption and utilization versus northern white. Prior to
the inception of in-basin mining, northern white (blue line) was near parity, showing that
there was not a huge difference between 100 mesh and 40/70. As the market was flooded
with inexpensive 100 mesh from in-basin mines, the spread widened significantly as 100
mesh weakened but 40/70 remained relatively strong.

Chart 2: Spread By Mesh Size: Shows the relationship between northern white and
regional Permian sand by mesh type. 100 mesh (blue line) is calculated by subtracting
regional Permian FOB Kermit from FOB Odessa northern white pricing. The 40/70 pricing
relationship can be seen by the orange line. It is evident that 40/70 has remained the
premium product in the Permian basin as 100 mesh continues to soften.

In the world of commodity market analysis, single data points are important, however, the
relationship between two data points is the most important. The relationship changes
between multiple data points tell the most important story: what is actually happening on
the ground level. We will look to continue to add to our data offer through various spread
trackers as we continue to expand our data services offerings.

Market Trends



* Restrictions on Use: 

You may use the prices, indexes, assessments and other relation information (collectively, "Data") in this publication only for your personal use or, if your company has

a license from PanXchange and you are an "Authorized User," for your company's internal business. You may not publish, reproduce, distribute, retransmit, resell,

create any derivative work from and/or otherwise proved access to Data or any portion thereof to any person (either within or outside your company including but not

limited to, via or as part of any internal electronic system or Internet site), firm or entity, other than as authorized by a separate license from PanXchange, including

without limitation any subsidiary, parent or other entity that is affiliated with your company, it being understood that any approved use or distribution of the Data

beyond the express uses authorized in this paragraph above is subject to the payment of additional fees to PanXchange. 

Disclaimer:

Data in this publication is based on materials collected from actual market participants. PanXchange, its affiliates and all of their third-party licensors disclaim any

and all warranties, express or implied, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use as to the Data, or the

results obtained by its use or as to the performance thereof. A reference to a particular investment, security, rating or any observation concerning a security or

investment provided in the data is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold such investment or security or make any other investment decisions. Neither

PanXchange, nor its affiliates or their third-party licensors guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the Data or any component thereof or any

communications, including but not limited to oral or written communications (whether in electronic or other format), with respect thereto. 

Accordingly, any user of the Data should not rely on any rating or other opinion contained therein in making any investment or other decision. PanXchange, its

affiliates and their third-party licensors shall not be subject to any damages or liability for any errors, omissions or delays in the Data. The Data and all components

thereof are provided on an "as is" basis and your use of the data is at your own risk. 

 

Limitation of Liability:

In no event whatsoever shall PanXchange, its affiliates or their third-party licensors be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, punitive, or consequential damages,

including but not limited to loss of profits, trading losses, or lost time or goodwill, even if they have been advised of the possibility of such damages, whether in

contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise.
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